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1. Introduction 
1.1 Basic specification of the problem 
The topographical coordinates of an object of interest (the target), which is represented by 
one contractual point T = (E, N, H)T, need to be determined indirectly in many cases that 
occur in practice, because an access to respectively the target and the target point T is 
disabled due to miscellaneous reasons at a given time. Hereafter we will confine to methods 
that make use of specialized technical equipment (rangefinders) to determine coordinates of 
the target point T – Fig. 1.  
The point PRF = (E, N, H)RF represents a contractual position of the rangefinder in the 
topographical coordinate system, DT is the target slant range measured by means of the 
rangefinder. This value DT represents the estimate of the real slant range of the target DT0 
that is equal contractually to the distance of points PRF and T. The angle ǆT is the measured 
estimate of the elevation of the target ǆT0 and the angle ǂT is the measured estimate of the 
target azimuth ǂT0. The coordinates (D, ǆ, ǂ) are relative spherical coordinates towards the 
contractual position of the rangefinder which is represented by the point PRF.   
The rangefinder is a device that, from the view of Johnson’s criterion for optical systems 
classification, functions to locate the target (target coordinates (E, N, H)T) and usually it also 
functions to determine motional parameters of the target that are primarily represented by 
the instantaneous target velocity vector vT – Fig. 2.  
Typical measured ranges interval for ground targets is from 200 to 4000 m and for aerial or 
naval targets from 200 to 10000 m or more. 
1.2 Passive optoelectronic rangefinder (POERF) 
The passive optoelectronic rangefinder (POERF, Fig. 1, 8) is a measurement device as well as 
a mechatronic system that measures geographic coordinates of objects (targets) selected by 
an operator in real time (in online mode). In the case of a moving object, it also automatically 
evaluates its velocity vector vT and simultaneously extrapolates its trajectory – Fig. 2.  
Active rangefinders for measurement of longer distances of objects (targets), e.g. pulsed 
laser rangefinders (LRF), emit radiant energy, which conflicts with hygienic restrictions in 
many applications and sometimes with given radiant pollutions limitations, too. In security 
and military applications there is a serious defect that the target can detect its irradiation. 
The use of POERF eliminates mentioned defects in full.  
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Fig. 1. Input/Output characteristics of POERF (the demonstration model 2009) 
 
 
Fig. 2. Principle of measurement of the target trajectory and the data export to users (clients) 
The POERF measurement principle is based on the evaluation of information from stereo-
pair images obtained by the sighting (master) camera and the metering (slave) one (see the 
subsection 4.1 and the Figure 9). Their angles of view are relatively small and therefore a 
spotting camera with zoom is placed alongside the sighting camera – Fig. 1, 9. This spotting 
camera is exploited by an operator for targets spotting. After operator’s steering the cameras 
towards a target, the shots from the sighting camera serve to evaluate angle measured errors 
and to track the target automatically (see the section 3). 
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The POERF is able to work in two modes: online and offline (processing of images saved in 
memory – e.g. on the hard disc). The offline mode enables to measure the distance of 
fleeting targets groups in time lag to approx. 30 seconds. The active rangefinders are not 
able to work in a similar mode (see the section 2).  
In general, the POERF continues to measure the UTM coordinates (Fig. 1, 2) of moving 
target with rate from 10 to 30 measurements per second and extrapolates its trajectory. All 
required information is sent to external users (clients) via the Internet in near-real-time 
whereas the communications protocol and the repetitive period (for example 1 s – Fig. 2) are 
preconcerted. The coordinates can be transformed to the coordinate system WGS 84 and 
sent to other systems – in accordance with the client’s requirement. 
Presumed users of the future system POERF are the police, security agencies (ISS – 
Integrated Security Systems, etc.) and armed forces (NATO NEC – the NATO Network 
Enabled Capability, etc.).  
1.3 The state of POERF research and development, used methods and tools, results 
1.3.1 Demonstration model of the POERF 
A demonstration model of the POERF (Fig.1, 8) was presented to the opponent committee of 
the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic within the final opponent 
proceeding in March 2009. The committee stated that POERF is fully functional and 
recommended continuing in its further research and development. This chapter will give 
basic information about the research and development of this POERF demonstration model. 
The working range of measured distances is circa from 50 m to 1000 m at the demonstration 
model (see the subsection 4.1). 
1.3.2 Simulation programs Test POERF, Test POERF RAW and the Catalogue of 
targets 
In this chapter the basic possibilities of simulation program Test POERF (see the section 5) 
are presented. This program serves to simulate functions of the range channel core of the 
POERF. It allows verifying the quality of algorithms for a target slant range finding from 
taken stereo pair images of the target and its surroundings. These images are generated as a 
virtual reality by a special images generator in the program – Fig. 12.  
Next, we present consequential simulation software package Test POERF RAW which 
works with taken images of a real scene (see the section 5, too). The package presently 
consists of three separate programs: the editing program RAWedi, the main simulation 
program RAWdis and the viewer RAWpro. The editor RAWedi allows editing of stereo pair 
images of individual targets and supports the creation of the Catalogue of targets. The 
simulation program RAWdis serves for testing algorithms for estimation of horizontal 
stereoscopic disparity (stereo correspondence algorithms) which are convenient for the use 
in POERF. Simulation experiments can also help to solve problems in the development 
process of the software for a future POERF prototype.  
In publications that deal with problems of stereoscopic disparity determination there is 
constantly emphasized the deficiency of quality stereoscopic pairs of varied object images, 
which are indispensable to testing the functionality and quality of various algorithms under 
real conditions. Considering the POERF specifics, we have decided to create own database 
of horizontal stereo pair images of targets with accurately known geographic coordinates – 
shortly the “Catalogue of Targets” (see the section 5 and the Figures 16, 17).  
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The stationary “targets” (73 objects) were chosen, so that on the one hand they cover slant 
ranges from c. 100 m to c. 4000 m and on the other hand their appearance and placement 
should be convenient for unique determination of their stereoscopic disparity – Fig. 17. The 
number of successive stereo pair images of every target is minimally 512, which is 
precondition for statistical processing of simulation experiments results.  
 
 
Fig. 3. Target Range Measurement System – TRMS 
1.4 What has been done by other researchers 
The principle of passive optoelectronic rangefinder has been known minimally since the 50’s 
or 60's of the 20th century (see the subsection 3.1). The development was conditioned 
primarily by progress in the areas of  digital cameras and in miniature computers with 
ability to work in field conditions (target temperature limit from –40 to +50 °C, dusty 
environment, etc.) and to realize the image processing in the real-time (frame rate minimally 
from 5 to 10 frames per second, ideally from 25 to 50 fps). 
Our development started initially on a department of Military Academy in Brno (since 2004 
University of Defence) in the year 2001 in cooperation with the firm OPROX, a.s., Brno. The 
centre of the work was gradually transferred into OPROX that has practically been the 
pivotal solver since 2006 (see the subsection 3.2). 
The patents of POERF components have been published since the end of 1950’s but there are 
no relevant publications dealing with the appropriate research and development results. We 
have not found out that similar device development is being carried out somewhere else. 
We have found only one agency information that a POERF was developed in Iran 
(www.ariairan.com, date: 20.7.2008). The problem itself consists particularly in users’ 
unshakable faith in limitless possibilities of laser rangefinders and probably in the 
industrial/trade/national security directions (see the section 2).  
Similar principle is applied to focusing system of some cameras as well as mobile robots 
navigation/odometry systems. Measured distance range is within order one up to tens of 
meters, therefore the hardware and software concepts in these systems are different from 
concepts in the POERF system. Sufficient literature sources cover these problems. 
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1.5 Future research 
At present we have started the new period (2009 – 2012), in which we intend to fully handle 
the measurement of the target coordinates (for stationary and moving target) inclusive of 
the target trajectory extrapolation by POERF that can be set on a moving platform.  
This work is supported by the Ministry of Industry and Trade of the Czech Republic – 
project code FR – TI 1/195: "Research and development of technologies for intelligent 
optical tracking systems". Also this chapter has originated under the support of financial 
means from this project. 
2. Target Range Measurement System and the problem of fleeting targets 
The accuracy of the target range measurement depends not only on properties of the 
rangefinder itself, but also on the whole system composed of the rangefinder, the 
atmosphere, a target, a target’s surroundings, an operator and lighting – Fig. 3. 
Dependability and accuracy of the range measurement is characterized especially by the use 
of  
- the probability of successful measurement of “whatever” range pM (estimated by the 
relative frequency), 
- the (sample) mean of measured range DT0 (resp. DTaver), 
- the (sample) standard deviation of measured range  σD (resp. sTM), 
- the (sample) relative standard deviation of measured range σDR = σD /DT0 (resp. 
sDR = sTM/DTaver) and 
- the probability pD of the right (real) target range measurement, i.e. a range from the 
interval 〈DT0 − ΔD, DT0 + ΔD〉, where ΔD is chosen in compliance with the concrete 
situation, e.g. 10 m or 50 m.     
Instead of the (sample) standard deviations σ (resp. s), corresponding probable errors E 
(resp. e) are often used. It is valid for normal distribution 
       0.6745E ≈ ⋅σ .  (1) 
The value of the relative probable error E is usually required less than 2 to 4% in a requisite 
interval of ranges under good conditions – daylight and meteorological visibility sM (or 
MOR – meteorological optical range) over 10 km. This error is regarded as the error of 
appropriate Target Range Measurement System (TRMS), because the same error for 
measurement by the means of customary stadia methods (en.wikipedia.org/ … 
/stadiametric_ rangefinding – targeting reticle) is usually 7 to 15% (in dependence on the 
operator training and tiredness; it is valid under nocturnal conditions, too). 
In the case of pulsed laser rangefinders (LRF), the value ΔD = 5, 10 or 15 m is frequently 
adduced as the indicator of their accuracy and, due to advertising reasons, it evokes the 
notion, that the probability pD is almost 100% for the appropriate range interval and that is 
valid also for LRF maximal working range, e.g. 8 or even 20 km, and that it is the 
characteristic of the whole TRMS. We will explain shortly, what the reality is. 
The precondition for range measurement by means of LRF (it is valid similarly for all active 
rangefinders – also radars, sonars) is the target irradiance by emitted laser beam – Fig. 4. The 
contractual target point T always lies on the beam axis. The usual divergence 2ǚ of LRF 
beam is from 0.5 to 1 mrad and for eyesafe LRF (ELRF) is lesser – circa to 0.3 mrad. In the 
case of fleeting target (the target is appearing surprisingly on shot time periods), it is 
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extremely difficult – or quite impossible – to aim at such target accurately enough and to 
realize the measurement. In the frequent case of relatively small target (e.g. a distant one), a 
very small part of the beam cross-section area falls to the target and the rest falls on the 
target surroundings – Fig. 4, 5. So, an estimate of surroundings range DN0 is usually 
measured, but the system is not able to distinguish it. This range is then presented as the 
estimate of the target range DT0. It is a gross error of measurement. LRFs are equipped with 
a certain cleverness that allows helping in the gross error detection. Operator’s experience is 
its fundamental. Nevertheless, these systems fail practically in the case of fleeting targets.  
 
 
Fig. 4. Principle of influence of the laser beam divergence on the occurrence of gross errors 
in the target range measurement; more closely in (Apotheloz et al., 1981; Cech et al., 2006)  
As clarified above, the aiming accuracy is decreasing in the cases of a fleeting target and an 
increase of tiredness and nervousness of the operator. The aiming accuracy will be 
characterized by the standard deviations in elevation σφ and in traverse (line) σǙ. We will 
assume a circular dispersion and hence σA = σφ = σǙ is the (circular) standard deviation of 
ELRF. The example in the Figure 5 is from (Cech & Jevicky, 2005). It follows evidently, that 
the probability pD of the right target range measurement depends significantly on the 
meteorological visibility and on the aiming accuracy.  
The decrease of pD under increasing range corresponds with the increase of the relative 
standard deviation σDR, and it is substantially greater than 5 or 10 m, as it can be incorrectly 
deduced from advertising materials. 
However, it generally holds that the use of ELRF with the divergence of laser beam 
2ǚ < 0.5 mrad requires the utilization of systems for aiming and tracking the target with 
extreme accuracy of the level σφ ≈ σǙ ≈ σA ≤ (0.1 to 0.2) mrad. 
Mentioned problems can be overcome by the use of POERF, which is able to work in both 
modes – online and offline. It is sufficient for measuring the target range that the target is 
displayed in fields of view of both cameras (sighting and metering), whereas their angles of 
view are in compliance with the system determination from 1.5° to 6° and therefore relative 
large aiming errors are acceptable. 
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Fig. 5. Simulation experiment outputs – example (Cech & Jevicky, 2005): target 2.3 × 2.3 m 
and reflectance ρ(λ) = 0.1 for λ = 1.54 μm; 2ǚ = 0.33 mrad; ΔD = 5 m 
3. Short overview of the optical rangefinders evolution 
3.1 General development of optical rangefinders 
We will only deal with a subset of optical rangefinders (see en.wikipedia.org/… 
/Range_imaging), especially those ones which are based on measuring of parameters of            
the telemetric triangle lying in the triangulation plane and on consequential computation of 
estimate of the target slant range DT. It is a special task solved within the frame of 
photogrammetry – more details in (Kraus, 2000), (Hanzl & Sukup). 
These rangefinders are usually divided into three main groups: with the base in the ground 
space, with the base in the device (inner base) and with the base in the target. 
Henceforth, we will not deal with rangefinders with the base in the target – see more details 
in (en.wikipedia.org/…/stadimeter).  
The oldest system is an optical range-finding system with the base in ground space – Fig. 6. 
Ever since antiquity two “theodolites” placed at ends of the base have been used. It is 
possible to use only one theodolite which is transferred between ends of the base. A short 
history of theodolite development can be found in (Wallis, 2005). 
Special theodolites (photogrammetric tracking theodolites) were progressively developed 
for measuring immediate positions of moving targets. They can be divided into two groups: 
without and with continuous recording of measurement results. Theodolites without 
continuous recording of measurement results were used for measuring positions of ships 
(en.wikipedia.org/…/Base_end_station), balloons and airplanes (Curti, 1945). 
Theodolites with continuous recording of measurement results were used since 1930s for 
measuring positions of balloons (e.g. Askania Recording Balloon Theodolite – pibal 
theodolite), airplanes (en.wikipedia.org/…/Askania; e.g. Askania Cinetheodolite – kine-
theodolite), (Curti, 1945) and projectiles (Hännert, 1928; Curti, 1945). The basis of these kine-
theodolites was a special movie-picture camera. In connection with measuring positions of 
flying projectiles the term ballistic photogrammetry is used. Besides theodolites with 
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photographic registration, the ballistic cameras have been used for measuring positions of 
flying projectiles since 1900s (Hännert, 1928; Curti, 1945), e.g. Wild BC2 Ballistic Camera 
(since 1938), whose basis is a still camera modified for multiple repeated exposition of the 
projectile position on the same photographic plate.      
 
 
Fig. 6. Principle of the Optical Rangefinding System with the base in ground space  
The next developmental step since 1940s (reference resources are not for disposal) could 
have been the usage of theodolites with cameras with video camera tube (pickup tube) 
(en.wikipedia.org/ …/Video_camera), which have already made possible the picture 
watching on CRT monitor. Since 1956 there has been a possibility to record the picture on a 
video tape recorder – VTR (en.wikipedia.org/…/Video_recorder).        
Our task (see the subsection 1.5) is the development of a single camera subsystem – Fig. 6 – 
with the usage of digital camera and Tit and Pan Device (System, Assembly).  
Optical rangefinders with the base in the device are divided into coincidence and 
stereoscopic rangefinders. The production of both types started already in 1890s. The first 
coincidence rangefinders were made by Scottish firm Barr and Stroud (Russall, 2001). The 
first stereoscopic rangefinders were made by German firm Zeiss. Theory, projection and 
adjustment are published in (Keprt, 1966). The construction principles and utilization of 
these rangefinders can be found in (Composite authors, 1958; Curti, 1945). One of the first 
constructions of POERF is described in (Gebel, 1966). It is a modification of a coincidence 
rangefinder with the utilization of one piece of a special pick-up transducer tube (U.S. 
Patent 2 969 477, author Gebel, R. K. H.). U.S. Patent presupposing utilization of two 
televisions sensors (Gilligan, 1990), which is a modification of stereoscopic rangefinder, 
adverts to older patents, whereas the oldest patent is U.S. Patent 2 786 096 Television 
rangefinder (Palmer, march 1957). Subsequent patent applications of POERF presuppose the 
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usage of linear array CCD sensors, for instance the application No. PCT/AU1990/000423 
Passive-Optoelectronic Rangefinding. Patent applications presupposing the use of digital 
matrix sensors (CCD or CMOS) have not been found till now.  
The first commercially offered CCD sensor (100 × 100 pixels) was produced by the firm 
Fairchild Imaging in the year 1973. The first really digital cameras did not originate until the 
half of 1980s. The serial cameras with resolution e.g. 640 × 480 pixels were not offered until 
the half of 1990s. 
 
 
Fig. 7. Brief summary about the research and development of POERF in the Czech Republic 
If we observe the development of sufficiently small and efficient computers whose 
construction is resistant to environmental influences, we find out that they appeared in the 
market as lately as the second half of 1990s. 
According to the article (Jarvis, 1983), one of the oldest algorithms for stereoscopic disparity 
finding from which the estimate of the target range is computed – the cross-correlation 
algorithm – was already published e.g. in (Levine et al., 1973). The fundamental 
classification and comparison of algorithms for finding of stereoscopic disparity can be 
found for instance in (Scharstein & Szelisky, 2002). The date of this publication corresponds 
to the period when the basic hardware means (cameras and computers) have begun to 
satisfy requirements for the construction of components for fully digital POERF.  
3.2 POERF development in the Czech Republic 
The development of the passive optoelectronic rangefinder has proceeded in the 
Department of Weapon Systems of the Military Academy in Brno (since the year 2005 the 
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Department of Weapons and Ammunition of the University of Defence) and in firms 
cooperating with the department, especially in the firm Oprox, a.s. 
Based on the study of foreign sources, the fundamental properties of POERF were analyzed 
in the study (Uherik et al, 1985) – Fig. 7. The research and development of POERF started as 
late as the year 2001 after accomplishment of the objective properties. 
The development can be divided into three periods as it is shown in the Figures 7 and 8. 
 
 
Fig. 8. The third demonstration model of POERF from the year 2009; the project manager 
was Jozef Skvarek 
In the first period (2001 to 2003), the basic principles were verified (Balaz, 2003). The first 
demonstration model of POERF was awarded in the 7th International Exhibition of Defence 
and Security Technologies and Special Information Systems in Brno (IDET 2003). The 
development was supported during a certain period by the firm Z.L.D., s.r.o., Praha. 
In the second period (2003 to 2006), the technology of the range measurement of a stationary 
target was handled (Skvarek, 2004). The second demonstration model was developed and 
introduced at the exhibition IDET 2005. Authors of this chapter have joined in the research 
and development of POERF in the year 2003. 
In the third period (2006 to 2009), the measurement of coordinates of a moving target and its 
trajectory extrapolation (Cech et al., 2009a) belonged among main extensions of POERF 
functionality. Starting this period, the crux of the work was transferred into the firm Oprox, 
a.s. The third demonstration model was the final result of the research and development in 
this period – Fig. 8.  
At present we have started the fourth period (see the subsection 1.5).    
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4. POERF – demonstration model 2009 
From the system view, the POERF as a mechatronic system is composed of three main 
subsystems, Fig. 1, 8 (Cech & Jevicky & Pancik, 2009d): 
- the range channel, 
- the direction channel and 
- the system for evaluation of the target coordinates and for their extrapolation. 
The task of the range channel is on the one hand automatic recognition and tracking of the 
target which has been selected by the operator in semiautomatic regime and continuous 
measuring of its slant range DT (c. 10 measurements per second at present, which is identical 
to cameras frame rate) and on the other hand the evaluation of angle measured errors (eφ, eǙ) 
that are transferred to input of the direction channel – Fig. 12. 
The direction channel – its core consists respectively of two servomechanisms and of special 
Pan and Tilt System (Device, Assembly) – ensures continuous tracking of the target in the 
automatic and semiautomatic regime and measuring of angle coordinates of the target (the 
elevation φ and the traverse Ǚ) – Fig. 1, 8. The elevation range is c. ±85° and the traverse 
potential range is not limited – Fig. 8. The real range of the traverse is limited to c. ±165° by 
two terminal sensors due to safeguard protection of cables – Fig. 8. The optical sensors 
SIGNUMTM RESM 20 μm by the firm RENISHAW® are used for the detection of elevation 
and traverse. The spherical coordinates of the target (DT, φ, Ǚ) are transformed into the UTM 
coordinates by the system for evaluation of the target coordinates and their extrapolation – 
Fig. 1, 2, 15. Withal, the knowledge of the POERF geographic coordinates (E, N, H)RF and the 
POERF individual main direction ǂHS (Fig. 8) is utilized. In the case of moving target, 
required extrapolative parameters are consecutively evaluated (coordinates of the 
measurement midpoint, corresponding time moment and the velocity vector of the target). 
The extrapolative parameters (UTM coordinates of the target are transformed into 
geographic coordinates WGS 84) are sent periodically to a user in near-real-time (at the 
present with the period 1 second, i.e. the data “obsolescence” is c. 0.5 seconds) – Fig. 2, 15. 
POERF must be adjusted so that the traverse axis is vertical. Due to this, the setscrews are 
situated in the bottom ends of the support legs – Fig. 8. The main tool for the adjustment is 
the level or the quadrant which can be placed on the quadrant flats on the level desk. Two          
inclinometers placed perpendicularly to each other will be used in the future – Fig. 8.  
The demonstration model 2009 works only in the online mode. 
4.1 Range channel 
As mentioned above, the main task of the range channel is on the one hand automatic 
tracking of the target which has been selected by the operator in semiautomatic regime and 
continuous measuring of its slant range DT and on the other hand the evaluation of angle 
measured errors that are transferred to the input of the direction channel. 
The core of hardware consists of three digital cameras fixed through adjustable suspensions 
to the cameras beam – Fig. 1, 8, 9. The camera of type Basler A101p (image size 2/3“; C 
Mount; monochromatic CCD sensor SONY IXL085AL with 256 brightness levels, the 
number of columns is n = 1 300, c = 1, 2, ... , n; the number of rows is m = 1 030, 
r = 1, 2, ... , m; square pixels ρ(c) = ρ(r) = ρ = 6.7 μm) was chosen for the sighting and 
metering cameras. The type IQ 753 by the firm IQinvision (image size 1/2“; CS Mount; the 
number of columns is n = 2048, the number of rows is m = 1536, square pixels ρ(c) 
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= ρ(r) = ρ = 3.1 μm, exploited 256 monochromatic brightness levels) was used as the spotting 
camera. 
The algorithm for computation of estimate of a slant range DT is based on solution of the 
telemetric triangle that lies in the triangulation plane – Fig. 9, 10. The input data are ordinal 
numbers cT1, cT2 of columns of matrix sensors in which images T’1, T’2 of the target point T 
are projected. In particular, it is sufficient to determine their difference ΔcT (horizontal 
stereoscopic disparity) that is proportional to the appropriate parallactic angle ǃ. Therefore 
algorithms for computation of estimate of the difference ΔcT are crucial (the correspondence 
problem algorithms). We work with algorithms for an estimate of ΔcT, which involve the 
definition of 2D model of the target image (shortly “target model”). We use a rectangular 
target model for the present (Marik et al., 2003). This size (in pixels: rows × columns = 
(2mM + 1) × (2nM + 1)) is adjustable (the default setting is 51 × 51 pixels) – Fig. 12. Apex of the 
main aiming mark lies always in the centre of the target model – Fig. 12.  The contour of the 
target model is not displayed in the image from the sighting camera – Fig. 13.            
 
 
Fig. 9. Basic arrangement of the range channel hardware 
The positive value dT = C0RF − ΔcT is usually regarded as the disparity. The sign convention is 
elected so that ΔcT ≥ 0 is valid for DT ≥ Dǂ – Fig. 9, 10, where Dǂ = b/tan ǂΣ. The size of the 
convergence angle ǂΣ (resp. ǂ) – Fig. 9, 10 – is chosen with respect to the requirement that the 
measurement of the given minimal range DTmin of the target should be ensured. In our case 
Dǂ = c. 50 m. The columns c20 ≈ c10 ≈ 1300/2 = 650 determine the horizontal position of the               
principal points of autocollimation/projection. If the target is in infinity (the Sun, the Moon, 
stars), then its disparity is just ΔcT = C0RF. The rated value C0RF = 190.317 pixels – Fig. 10. 
The rangefinder power (constant) DRF1 is the basic characteristics of potential POERF 
accuracy – Fig. 10, 11. With increasing value of the power, the accuracy of measurement 
increases too. The power of POERF demonstration model is DRF1 = 9627 m – Fig. 9, 10. The 
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size of DRF1 depends on the width of rows of pixels ρ(c), on the absolute value of the image 
focal length fa and on the size of the base b. 
 
 
Fig. 10. The main relations for computation of the estimate of the target slant range DT from 
the estimate of the horizontal disparity ΔcT (the coordinates (r, c)i, i = 1, 2 are coordinates of 
the digital matrix sensors of the sighting and metering cameras) 
The choice of the size ρ(c) (resp. ρ) is a compromise between the effort to achieve the 
maximum potential well depth, which is increasing with the size of ρ, and the minimal 
image size of the sensor, whereas many other demands on the camera parameters must be 
reflected. The choice of size of the (absolute value) image focal length fa results from the 
requirement that the sorted type of the target (e.g. passenger vehicle) must be identifiable in 
the requisite maximum spotting range DT_spot_max of the rangefinder (DT_spot_max ≥ DTmax – the 
maximum working range). In accordance with Johnson criterion (50% successfulness of the 
target identification under excellent meteorological visibility sM ≥ 10 km), the target has to be 
displayed minimally on 16 times 16 pixels (Holst, 2000), (Balaz et al., 1999). In practice, the 
resolution of the target image should be minimally 32 times 32 pixels (Cech et al., 2009). 
The real maximum spotting range of the sorted target type DT_spot_max depends 
simultaneously on the up-to-date horizontal meteorological visibility sM. The final choice of 
the value fa is influenced by the demands imposed on the lens. It affects chiefly the size of 
angles of view and these angles determine potential possibilities of POERF in the offline 
mode (see the section 2). For example, it is valid for the horizontal angle of view  
 H
( )
2 2 arctan
2 a
n c
f
⎛ ⎞⋅= ⋅ ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⋅⎝ ⎠
ρω .  (2) 
It is evident from this relation that it is advantageous to use the camera with sensor with a 
large number of columns n. The lenses PENTAX B7518E (1’’ format Auto-Iris DC, C Mount; 
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fa = 75 mm, the minimal aperture ratio amin = 1.8) have been chosen for the sighting and 
metering cameras. Their horizontal angle of view is 6.65° and vertical 5.27°. The lens 
PENTAX H15ZAME-P with the zoom 1 to 15× (1/2’’ format Auto-Iris DC; C Mount; 15× 
Motorized zoom – DC, fa = 8 to 120 mm, minimal aperture ratio amin = 1.6 (resp. 2.4)) has 
been chosen for the spotting camera. 
The last parameter that influences the size DRF1 is the length of the base b. Its size is selected 
with respect to the demand for accomplishment of requisite size DT0 = DTmax – the maximum 
working range, in which the relative size of the probable error EDR of the range 
measurement attains the given size, e.g. 3% – Fig. 11. The size of the base b depends 
simultaneously on the size of the standard deviation σ(c) (resp. σC) of determination of the 
disparity ΔcT corresponding to the range DTmax. 
 
 
Fig. 11. The main relations for estimate of POERF accuracy 
As its basic (standardizing) value σC0 can be elected the standard deviation that originates 
always in finding the integer value of the disparity ΔcT as an unrecoverable discretization 
(quantizing) noise with the uniform distribution on the interval of the length just one pixel. 
Then it is σC0 ≈ 0.2887 – Fig. 11. Instead of values σC, their relative values σCR can be used as 
well. The value σC (resp. σCR) is the quality indicator for appropriate hardware and software 
of the POERF, especially for algorithms for estimates of sizes of the disparity ΔcT under 
given conditions (meteorological visibility, atmospheric turbulence, exposure time, aperture 
ratio, motion blur, etc.). If the value of σCR increases twice, then it is necessary to elongate 
the base b also twice with a view to preserve the requisite value DTmax. Whence it follows 
that the quality of hardware and software immediately influences the POERF sizes that are 
directly proportional to the size of base b. The used base is 860 mm long. 
The actual values of constants DRF1 and C0RF are determined during manufacturing and 
consecutively during operational adjustments. The adjustment is realized under utilization 
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of several targets whose coordinates are known for high accuracy. The appropriate 
measurements are processed statistically with the use of the linear regress model (the 
component part of POERF software – Fig. 14). For example, it was determined for targets 1 
to 33 from the Catalogue of Targets (see the section 5, the Figures 16, 17) and for integer 
estimates of the disparities that DRF1 = 9 215.5 m and C0RF = 195.767 pixels (the correlation 
coefficient r = − 0.999 725).  
The starting situation in the process of a target searching and tracking can be characterized 
as follows. The operator has only common information that a potentially interesting object 
(the future target) could be in a given area. In the first period, the operator (sometimes with 
the help of other persons) usually searches an odd object in the area under interest with his 
eyes only or with the use of tools, e.g. field-glasses, and also with the help of POERF that 
works in the regime “searching” in which the angles of view of the spotting camera are 
sufficiently large (ideally c. 40° to 50°). 
As soon as the target is identified and localized, the first period is closed and the second 
period starts. The operator creates the first estimate of model of the target on the monitor 
from the image provided by sighting camera (master) and passes on the computer. Sizes of 
the first estimate of the target model must be sufficiently large – under aiming errors that 
correspond to the actual situation and that are characterized by standard deviations in the 
elevation σφ and in the traverse σǙ – because the operator needs to place the real target into 
the area of model of the target reliably – Fig. 12. Whenever he thinks that he attains it in the 
process of sighting and tracking of the target, he pushes the appropriate button (Fig. 13) and 
thus he passes the target model to the use in algorithms of automatic tracking of the target 
and measuring of its range. 
In the third period, the target position and its range are evaluated automatically. The 
operator tries to reduce sizes of the target model (the POERF demonstration model 2009 
does not enable it) and to place it again on the target. In the case of success, he pushes the 
appropriate button and the system starts the exploitation of a new target model. The whole 
process is supported by automatic stabilization of positions of optical axes of cameras and 
eventually also by additional stabilization of the image on operator’s monitor (it is not 
implemented in the demonstration model 2009). The operator can terminate this process as 
soon as the target model includes pixels with only a part of image of the real target. 
Complications are caused by objects which are situated in front of the target and are badly 
visible, e.g. branches of bushes and trees, the grass, but also raised dust. The operator 
consequently monitors automatically proceeding process. He enters into it in the case of 
disappearance of the target behind a barrier for a longer time. In the case that information 
about extrapolated future position of the target is exploited, a short disappearance of the 
target can be compensated by the automatic system (not implemented in the demonstration 
model 2009). The level of algorithm ability to learn will determine if the operator’s 
intervention is needful in the case of the target turning to markedly other position towards 
the POERF. 
The program for automatic tracking of a target is based on the utilization of procedures 
from the library Open CV, specifically on a modification of Lucas Kanade algorithm 
(Bouguet, 1999). If the target disappears momentarily behind a barrier, then the algorithm 
collapses. The operator must intervene as it is explained above. 
The program starts its functions as soon as the operator pushes the button “Start 
Measurement” or “Start Tracking”. The algorithm then finds the nearest corner (of an object) 
to the apex of the main aiming mark in the shot from the sighting camera. This point is 
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considered the image T´1 of the target point T but only due to needs of the target tracking – 
Fig. 9. Consequently, just two last consecutive shots from the sighting camera are processed. 
With utilization of Lucas – Kanade Feature Tracker algorithm (Bouguet, 1999) for evaluation 
of the optical flow, the position of the corner – the point T´1 – is always estimated in the 
consequent shot with a subpixel accuracy. The algorithm is robust and that is why it can 
cope with a gradual spatial slew of the target. The algorithm simultaneously highlights in 
the image on the monitor the points, which have been identified as appurtenant to the 
moving target, so that the operator has in his hands the screening control over the system 
activity. In the case of problems, it is necessary to use 2D model of the target as mentioned 
above. The point T´1 is at the same time considered the aiming point TAP – Fig. 12, and so the 
control deviations (eφ, eǙ) are evaluated (as measured errors of angles) for the direction 
channel control – Fig. 12. 
 
 
Fig. 12. Relation among the image of the real target in the sighting camera, the target point T 
and 2D model of the target 
The maximum computing speed is required primarily, in order that about 30 range 
measurements per second are necessary in our applications (POERF). Therefore, we prefer 
simple (and hence very fast) algorithms. Random errors of measurements are compensated 
during statistical treatment of measurement results (extrapolation process).     
The matching cost function S(k) is used in the meantime (in general it is pixel-based 
matching costs function) – the sum of squared intensity differences SSD (or mean-squared 
error MSE) (Scharstein & Szelisky, 2002). The computation of matching cost function S(k) 
proceeds in two steps.  
Firstly, its global minimum with one-pixel accuracy is calculated (the tabulation over all 
admissible horizontal shifts of the 2D target model on the matching image). Simultaneously, 
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the constriction for the choice of the global minimum – known as the Range Gate (Cech et 
al., 2009) – is applied. 
In the second step, the global minimum is searched with sub-pixel accuracy while using the 
polynomial approximation (the interpolation and the least-squares method can be 
alternatively used) in the neighbourhood of the integer point of the global minimum, which 
has been found in the first step.  
 
 
Fig. 13. Five basic windows for the operator during the target spotting, aiming and in the 
beginning of the measurement or tracking  
While using above-mentioned algorithms, it is always presumed that the same disparity 
ΔcT = const is for all pixels of 2D target model – Fig. 12. This precondition is equivalent to 
the hypothesis that these pixels depict immediate neighbourhood of the target point T 
representing the target and this neighbourhood appertain to the target surface (more 
accurately all that is concerned the image T’1 of this point and its neighbourhood). These 
algorithms belong to the group referred to as local, fixed window based methods. 
Adduced precondition can be frequently satisfied by a suitable choice of size and location of 
the target model (i.e. by the aim of a convenient part of the target). The choice is performed 
iteratively by the operator for the real POERF. 
Usual shapes of a target surface (e.g. balconies on a building facade, etc.) have only a little 
influence on the above-mentioned precondition violation, because the range difference 
generated by them is usually less than 1 to 2 percent of the “average” target slant range DT 
evaluated over the target surface represented by the 2D target model. 
Operations over the set of pixels of the 2D target model that generate the matching cost 
function S(k) and the procedure of its minimum searching can be counted as a definition of 
special moving average, and – as a consequence – the whole process appears as a low-
frequency filtration.  
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It holds generally that if respectively the meteorological visibility is low and the atmosphere 
turbulence is strong, then it is necessary to choose a larger size of the 2D target model, i.e. to 
filter out high spatial frequencies loaded by the largest errors and to work with lower spatial 
frequencies. 
 
 
Fig. 14. Auxiliary windows for monitoring of respectively the measurement and the 
adjustment    
In many cases it is inevitable that some pixels of the 2D target model record a rear object or a 
front object instead of the target – Fig. 12. Simulation experiments with the program Test 
POERF showed (Cech & Jevicky, 2007) that farther objects have minimal adverse impact on 
the accuracy of the range measurement, contrary to nearer objects that induce considerably 
large errors in the measurement of the target range. From the problem merits, these errors 
are random blunders. Their greatness depends on the mutual position of the front object and 
the target – Fig. 12. This finding has been also verified in computational experiments by the 
help of the program RAWdis (Cech & Jevicky, 2010b). It is a specific particular case of more 
common problem that is known as occluded areas; the specific case is the result of the depth 
discontinuity (Zitnick & Kanade, 2000). 
It is evident from the above that the choice of the position and the size of 2D target model is 
not a trivial operation and it is convenient to entrust a man with this activity. The operator 
introduces a priori and a posteriori information into the measurement process of 
respectively the disparity and the range of a target and this information can be only hardly 
(or not at all) obtained by the use of fully automatic algorithm. 
Algorithms commonly published for the stereo correspondence problem solving are 
altogether fully automatic – they use the information included in the given stereo pair 
images, eventually in several consecutive pairs (optical flow estimation). Therefore, it is 
possible to get inspired by these algorithms, but it is impossible to adopt them uncritically. 
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In conclusion it is necessary to state that these automatic algorithms are determined for 
solving the dense or sparse stereo-problems, whereas the algorithms for POERF estimate the 
disparity of the only point – the target point T, but under complicated and dynamically 
varying conditions in the near-real-time. 
4.2 Direction channel 
The purpose of the direction channel is already mentioned above. 
The core of the direction channel (Cech et al., 2009a) comprises two independent 
servomechanisms for the elevation φ and the traverse Ǚ – Fig. 8. Identical servomotors and 
servo-amplifiers by the firm TGdrives, s.r.o., Brno were used there. AC permanent magnet 
synchronous motors (PMSM) TGH2-0050 (24 VDC) have a rated torque 0.49 Nm and a rated 
speed 3000 rpm. The servo-amplifiers are of the type TGA-24-9/20. Furthermore, cycloidal 
gearheads TWINSPIN TS – 60 from the firm Spinea, s.r.o., Presov with the reduction ratio 
respectively 47 (elevation) and 73 (traverse) were used. Reduction ratio of the belt drive is 
respectively 1.31 and 1.06. 
The properties of the range channel and of the direction one are bound by the relation (Cech 
et al., 2009) 
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where 
θmax  is the maximum permissible measurement error of the parallactic angle β – see the 
Figure 9, 
ǅcmax is the same error expressed by pixels, e.g. δcmax = 0.1 (resp. 0.05) pixel, 
ΔtE_lag is the absolute value of the time difference between starting the exposition in the 
sighting camera and in the metering one, 
Δǚ = |vTp/DT − ǚS| is the absolute value of the error of the immediate angular velocity in 
the elevation/ traverse, 
vTp is the appropriate vector component of the relative velocity of the target in the plane, 
which is perpendicular to the radius vector of the target (i.e. perpendicular to the vector 
determined by the points PRF and T), 
ǚS  is the appropriate immediate angular velocity in the elevation/ traverse, which is 
generated by the servo-drives. 
It is evident from the relation (3) that the primary attention should be paid to the exact time 
synchronization of expositions of the sighting camera and the metering one (resp. to the 
synchronous sampling of the all relevant data), and that the increase of demands on the 
precision of servo-drives is less important. It is interesting to retrace solutions of the 
problem in former times (en.wikipedia/…/Base_end_station). 
4.3 Target trajectory prediction 
Algorithms used in the demonstration model POERF have been evolved by authors of this 
chapter (Cech & Jevicky, 2009b). Consequently, they have created appropriate software. 
Firstly, they developed a tuning and test simulation program and secondly, they have 
programmed procedures for the library POED.DLL (these procedures are exploited by the 
control program of POERF). 
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Trigonometric calculations relate to points PRF (coordinates (E, N, H)RF) and T (coordinates 
(E, N, H)T), but rangefinder and target are spatial objects with nonzero sizes. It arises the 
fundamental problem, how and where to set unique contractual point on the rangefinder, 
and analogously, how and where to set (preferably uniquely) contractual point on the area 
of target image in the sight. 
Chosen position of the point T in the target image determines simultaneously its position in 
the space. This point T is conventionally described as the “target point”, i.e. reference point 
that represents the target at given moment due to needs of measurement of the target 
position.  
Rangefinder construction can require aiming by the sight not into the target point T, but into 
so-called “aiming point” TAP. Its position must be chosen in accordance with instructions for 
the work with rangefinder. In our case, the aiming point TAP is identical with the target 
point T – Fig. 12. 
As a result of aiming errors (Fig. 12), the position of the apex of the main aiming mark in the 
rangefinder sight (that represents the position of sensitive axis of the rangefinder in the 
space) does not coincide with the position of the aiming point TAP image in the sight at the 
moment of range measurement. It is usually the source of additional errors in measurement 
of the target position in the space because the range to the point T´ is measured (and it is 
possible that this point lies off the target), but the range is interpreted as range to the target 
point T. In this case, a gross error appears in the target range measurement. 
By reason of simple derivation of seeking dependencies, it is necessary to introduce several 
coordinate systems. Detailed analysis of this problem was already presented in (Cech et al., 
2009a). 
The measurement point (j-th point of measurement Tj = T(tj) denotes position of the target 
point T at the moment tj that characterizes contractually the moment of taking the stereo-
pair images, from which the target slant range DTj is evaluated.  
Data record (j-th record) – means a process beginning by preparation for taking the stereo-
pair images (time tSTARTj = tSj) and ending (time tSTOPj = tKj) by completion of export of 
evaluated estimate of the target coordinates (generally (E, N, H)Tj), that are contractually 
related to the “measurement moment”, i.e. in the time tSTOPj, the target coordinates are given 
to the next use for all system. The length of record continuance is TZj = tSTOPj – tSTARTj.  
Observing period is the time interval between two consecutive records (exports of data – the 
target coordinates) tOPj = tKj – tKj–1. This period is usually constant, tOPj = tOP = const. 
On the basis of information from publications and supposed accuracy of the test device 
POERF, the linear hypothesis about target motion was selected (presumption of uniform 
straight-line motion of the target with constant speed) as the most robust hypothesis from 
applicable ones. This hypothesis, in the case of immovable target, degenerates automatically 
into hypothesis of stationary target. Measured data are smoothed by linear regress model. 
Application of Kalman filter is problematic enough, especially due to low frequency of the 
target slant range measurement. This frequency is c. 10 to 100 times lower than it is usual in 
radiolocation. Needful organization of all processes follows from adduced preconditions – 
Fig. 15. 
Total Nk data records – measurements (j = jmink, … ,jmaxk) are evaluated together in the k-th 
cycle. In our model there is Nk = const for k = 2, 3, … and N1 = N2·P1,0. Linear regress model is 
applied on data from these records.   
One measurement period ΔtMES1, as the interval between two successive measurement 
points, is estimated from the rate frame [fps]. Measurement cycles overlap Pk,k-1 = 1 –
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 (NSHk/Nk) is in functional relation with the interval of data export TSHk. The overlap of 
measurement cycles denotes what relative number of records (measurements) is shared by 
two successive cycles.  
 
 
Fig. 15. Fundamental relations among time data needful for the target trajectory 
extrapolation 
Two terms refer to the last record used in the k-th cycle. At the moment of taking the last 
stereo-pair images, the target point T lies at the starting point for the k-th cycle. The moment 
of export ending of the last record is denoted as the starting moment for the k-th cycle – 
Fig. 15. From the starting moment, all needful data for regress model processing is fully at 
disposal and can be evaluated. 
Appropriate calculations and data export to users proceed during base device period in the 
k-th cycle TDk – Fig. 15. From the view of the user, the (total) device period in the k-th cycle 
TDSk = TDk + TDUk consists of the base device period TDk and the user device period TDUk, in 
which the user assumes data, executes preparatory operations and calculations, and only 
then he acquires extrapolated coordinates of the target for the time t. As it is evident from 
the Fig. 15, the time t must satisfy the condition of feasibility of extrapolation calculation in 
the k-th cycle t > (tMMPk + TDSk).   
We have introduced the term measurement midpoint in the k-th cycle – Fig. 15. It is a point 
in the space, in which the target point T lies at the contractually selected moment tMMPk. 
Linear regress model allows the estimate of coordinates (E, N, H)TMMPk of the target point 
and the estimate of the vector vTk of the target speed in this point (or at the time tMMPk 
respectively). 
Input to linear regress model is created by coordinates in coordinate system of the base 
(x, y, z)TBj and corresponding times tj, j = jmink, … ,jmaxk. For notation simplification, we will 
use these denotations: ti, (x, y, z)i, i = 1, 2, … ,Nk, so i = 1 corresponds to j = jmink, etc. 
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Furthermore, we will introduce common denotation qi for xi or yi or zi. For all three 
coordinates, it is valid the same linear regress model 
 ( )0 1ˆ ˆ , 0qq q v t t= + ⋅ = − ≥τ τ  ,   (4) 
where 0ˆ( , )qq v are unknown parameters of linear regress model; the coefficient vq has sense 
of coordinates of the speed vector (vTBx, vTBy, vTBz). 
The time for measurement midpoint is chosen (contractually – Fig. 15) as follows  
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Estimates of coordinates of measurement midpoint for the k-th cycle are then (qMMPk 
corresponds respectively to xMMPBk and yMMPBk and zMMPBk) 
 MMP 0ˆk q qq q v= + ⋅τ .  (6) 
5. Simulation programs and Catalogue of targets 
The principal purposes and characteristics of the simulation programs Test POERF and Test 
POERF RAW – including the Catalogue of targets – have been already introduced in the 
subsection 1.3.2.  
The third version of the program Test POERF is described in (Cech& Jevicky, 2009c). 
Together four results, which have been obtained during simulations and which influence 
radically the solution of hardware and software of the passive optoelectronic rangefinder, 
are discussed here. (The four main results from the hitherto simulation experiments are 
presented inside the foregoing text.) 
The Test POERF simulation program is an open development environment being 
continuously supplemented with further functions. We intend to upgrade radically the 
program in order to simulate the process of the moving target range measurement.  
As mentioned before, the software package Test POERF RAW works with records from real 
scenes and consists of three separate programs: the editing program RAWedi, the main 
simulation program RAWdis and the viewer RAWpro. 
The program RAWedi (Cech & Jevicky, 2010a) serves primarily to create horizontal stereo 
pair images of targets from shots that have captured wider area of a scene (a 
“standardization” of horizontal stereo pair images of targets and their nearest surroundings 
or the target image cut outs). These stereo pairs form a database part of the Catalogue of 
Targets. Simultaneously it allows editing stereo pair images for other purposes. The 
program is an analogy of the part of older program Test POERF, which is denoted as a 
generator of stereo pair images. 
We have selected image formats REC (a special variant of RAW format) and BMP for images 
of the Catalogue of Targets (Cech & Jevicky, 2010a). The catalogue is a live system to which 
images of additional targets can be appended. For the present, we work with a database that 
was created from July to September 2009. The initial set has 76 stationary targets (buildings) 
and several other records with moving objects, especially vehicles. Meanwhile, we are 
dealing with stationary objects. 
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Fig. 16. Stationary targets registered in the Catalogue of Targets 
Records of horizontal stereo pair shots of scenes were elected so that every target lies near to 
the centre of cameras field of view (suppression of possible distortion of objectives). Because 
of achievement of the record rate c. 10 image-pairs per second, the vertical binning was 
used, i.e. every two rows were aggregated into one row in all images (a special loss 
compression for RAW data); this compression technique does not influence the size of 
horizontal stereoscopic disparity. 
Coordinates (X, Y) of every target and the POERF standpoint in the coordinate system of 
unified trigonometric cadastral network (S-JTSK) were determined with the use of 
Geographic information system (http://nahlizenidokn.cuzk.cz ). Super-elevation angles of 
targets were measured by a theodolite – Fig. 16. 
The program RAWdis (Cech & Jevicky, 2010b) that corresponds to the core of program Test 
POERF serves, as mentioned above, to determine the horizontal stereoscopic disparity of 
stereopairs from Catalogue of Targets (Fig. 17) and to estimate consequently the target slant 
range. We suppose that the simulation program RAWdis will be further developed and 
supplemented by new functions. The paper (Cech & Jevicky, 2010b) contains program 
outputs of the program version from May 2010. The problem of influences of front objects 
on the accuracy of the range measurement is also deeper discussed there (see the subsection 
4.1 and the Figure 12).  
Furthermore, in the paper there is a short problem specification of the influence of the 
spatial noise, whose source is partly the recording system (i.e. cameras, lenses and the basic 
digital image processing) and partly properties of the optical signal transmission channel – 
atmosphere (Roggeman & Welsh, 1996). The key role in the accuracy of the range 
measurement plays the atmospheric turbulence – (Rehor, 2004), (Cech et al., 2009a). 
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Adduced influences take effect in increasing the value of standard deviation σCR (see the 
subsection 4.1 and the Figure 11).  
 
 
Fig. 17. The sample of “Catalogue card” for the target No. 13 from the Catalogue of Targets 
(it corresponds to a set stereo-pair shots in the Database of images) 
6. Conclusion 
As it results from subsections 1.5 a 3.2, at the present we are working on the consequential 
project of the research and development of the passive optoelectronic rangefinder (the 
fourth period of the system development). In accordance with the project plan, we endeavor 
to solve progressively – on a qualitatively higher level – the problems mentioned in this 
chapter. 
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